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This is what we found in our investigations:
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Introduction
In our first expert opinion of May 2013 we were able to prove for the first time the type of radiation that
leads to the changes in blood count caused by the so-called "electrosmog" described there. It is not even if the name suggests it - the electromagnetic waves, but the scalar waves which are branched off
from them.
In the meantime, dozens of other patients have been tested in a standardized way, who without a single
exception showed the described reactions - both regarding the "money roll" of the erythrocytes and the
immediate remission by bion-pads®. Wearing the bion-pads during the telephone call does not lead to a
money roll.
While the remission of money roll formation in block 1 was 100% by a small, specially-informed silicone
pad worn on or close to the body, the aim now is to determine whether a short run through a tap
adapter produces the same or similar effects when bion-tec know-how is installed in the adapter.
The company Lucky Water in Espelkamp distributes water tap and water pipe adapters with a patented
inner part, which influences the flowing water by turning it clockwise. The crystalline transformation of
the calcium particles and the associated solubility is recorded in an enclosed expert report. The lime
finds hardly any adhesion in pipes and sieves.
However, in investigations at the Institute for Bioenergetic and Informational Therapy Research (IBIT),
this patent had no influence on the change in blood count, what is meant is the dissolution of "money
rolls".
In the free chambers of a washbasin adapter, the above-mentioned company was able to insert 0.06 g
of specially bion-tec-informed standardised quartz powder in a watertight manner. Now it was to be
determined whether the "money roll" formation, which basically occurred in all persons tested so far
after a 6-minute telephone call by mobile phone or cordless phone, can be influenced by drinking 100
ml of the water that has flowed through the washstand adapter after the telephone call.
The following questions arose:
- Is the amount of 0.06 g of the bion-tec-informed quartz in the adapter sufficient?
- Is the flow time of the water to be informed sufficient?
- Is the temperature of the water important?
Procedure
Tested were 7 persons between 11 and 73 years (8.-11.09.2014). 6 subjects initially showed normal
behaviour (relaxed and mobile) of the red blood cells. One of the test persons had eaten heated food
(bread) about 1 hour before. As expected, we already found a money roll in her. We tested her and 2
other people for blood count behaviour after eating heated food. A further report on this will be
prepared at a later date.
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1.note:
Even after the consumption of heated food, the erythrocytes always form money rolls, which can last
for hours. This is why conventional medicine does not generally regard the formation of money rolls as
pathological. We wonder why then remissions in severe diseases (arteriosclerosis, cancer, rheumatism,
bronchial asthma, etc.) are mainly caused by vegan raw food (Dr. Brian Clement:
"WunderLebensMittel", Hippocrates Health Institute; see also China Study). After the consumption of
(vegan) raw food - the amount does not matter - the red blood cells never get a money roll!
2.note:
The "money rolls" are also formed in cases of poisoning, serious infections and serious chronic diseases.
This leads to:
- Reduction of the flow velocity (under the microscope)
- low oxygen transport through partial covering of the surfaces of the erythrocytes
delayed passage through the capillaries - start or maintenance of severe diseases
Procedure
The blood was taken from a fingertip. The first droplet is dabbed off and the second is taken with a
cover plate and immediately placed on a slide. Important: The blood droplet must only come into
contact with air for as short a time as possible; otherwise the slide will be covered with a roll of money.
(Besides, the flow properties under sight are also impaired).
After the evaluation by means of a dark field microscope and image documentation, the test persons
telephoned with a mobile or cordless phone for 6 minutes. Immediately afterwards a new blood sample
was taken, as before. Immediately afterwards, a glass of water (approx. 100 ml) was drunk, which came
directly from the water pipe with the Lucky Water vortex attachment, and ½ another drop of blood was
taken up to 1 minute later.
Die durch künstliche Emission erzeugten Skalarwellen sind monopolaren Ursprungs und nicht
logarithmisch, sondern linear fraktioniert. Beide Eigenschaften harmonieren nicht mit den Raumwellen
(kosmischen Wellen), wodurch es nach Ansicht des Autors Vollert zu mannigfachen biologischen
(medizinischen) Schäden kommt, die durch tausende „Elektrosmog“-Studien belegt sind. Anders
ausgedrückt: Eine Disharmonie beider Skalarwellensysteme führt zu Erkrankungen (s. a. Nachsatz).
Result
The water flowing through had absorbed the information of the 0.06 g quartz content in a fraction of a
second and transmitted it to the entire bodies of the test persons within the measuring time between
the second and third blood sampling. No more money rolls were visible in all test persons. The images
resembled those of the initial values. By the way, the flow properties were even slightly improved
compared to the initial findings. It did not matter whether cool or room-warm water was drunk.
To the biophysics
The harmony of all functioning biological systems is created by the energy of space. According to the
author Vollert, these are three-dimensional, i.e. spatial scalar waves. They are tuned among each other
in a natural logarithmic fractal way, namely as dipolar standing waves (see also postscript).
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Conclusion:
The findings result from the simultaneity of dipolar scalar waves everywhere = infinite velocity. For this
purpose 0.06 g = 60 mg of bion-tec-informed quartz powder is completely sufficient. The prophylactic
significance should not be insignificant with continuous consumption. Freely moving blood cells should
also be an indispensable requirement for therapeutic purposes!
Finally, we show three blood images of one person, which are representative of all the test persons
examined.

1st picture
Initial blood count before mobile phone use. Fasting or at
least 8 hours before no heated food: Normal red blood cell
distribution.

2. picture
6 minutes after mobile or cordless phone call: Typical money
roll formation of the erythrocytes.

3. picture
0.5 to 1 minute after drinking approx. 100 ml of bion-tecinformed water (see text): Normal distribution of
erythrocytes.

Postscript
Our many years of research and expert opinions imperatively demand an adaptation to modern
biophysics. Traditional definitions of disease and life in biology and medicine are standing still and are
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insufficient for our findings. Many years of research have resulted in different definitions of life and
illness.
Every life is the resonant expression of biophysical information patterns from logarithmically scale
invariant fractals of vacuum compression energy (space energy), or proton resonance energy.
Dr. med. Hegall Vollert
Any disorder or disease is the dissonant intervention of harmful waves (linear, scale-variant wave
patterns) on information from certain biophysical logarithmic scale-invariant fractals of vacuum
compression energy or proton resonance energy.
Dr. med. Hegall Vollert
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